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Air data ›  
Helicopter air data system (HADS) 
  

 
 
 
The Meggitt Avionics’ helicopter air data system (HADS) is a unique 
and proven solution to the problems of helicopter air data measurement. 
Using a swivelling pitot probe, a modern digital air data computer and 
proprietary algorithms, the system measures airspeed across the 
complete flight envelope. 
 
In the usual single probe system configuration, the HADS consists of 
an airspeed and direction sensor (AADS) and a miniature high 
integration air data computer (HIADC+). The AADS is mounted on the 
airframe in a position where it is in downwash for low speed flight and 
free of major aerodynamic influences such as the engine. 
 
AADS can sense: 
• flow angles 
• pitot and static pressures 
• air temperatures 
 
All this data is sent to the HIADC+ which computes outputs for aft, 
left-right and up-down velocity, altitude rate, rotor downwash and many 
other air data parameters. 
 

 
Key features 
 
 Highly intelligent core sensor 
known as airspeed and 
direction sensor (AADS) 

 Unique rotary wing -specific 
solution 

 Measured downwash, vertical 
airspeed and altitude rate 
supplied as separate 
parameters 

 Combined with an inertial or 
GPS based-navigation system 
can provide real-time wind 
measurement in three 
directions 

 
Key benefits 
 
 The only fully proven 
helicopter air data system in 
series production 

 Operates accurately over the 
full flight envelope 

 Provides a full set of air 
data and air temperature 
based calculations 

 Records full set of air data 
and air temperature based 
calculations 
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Air data ›   
Helicopter air data system (HADS) 

 
HADS is in more places than you think … 

HADS has been flight tested and its performance proven on – Wessex Scout, BO-105, UH-1C, NUH-1M, YUH-60,  
YUH-61, YAH-63, YAH-64, AH-1G/S, UH-1B, Lynx, CH-47C, A-129, EH-101, JUH-60A, UH-60A, AH-1W, AH-64D,  
Puma, AH-1Z and is in use on several attack helicopters. 
 
The system is used by many organisations in the UK and USA. 
 

   
AH-64D Longbow Apache AH-1F /AH-1Z Cobra A-129 Mangusta 

 
 
Applications 

 
Helicopters requiring: 
 

Or applications where real-time wind measurement is critical, such as: 

 accurate low speed air data 

 a fire control solution for 
unguided weapons 

 full envelope air data parameters 

 sling load applications 

 fire suppression 

 operation at high density altitudes 

 operation where winds change suddenly 

 operation in tough terrain that 
alters wind direction significantly 

 stealth operations using wind direction  
to help mask acoustic noise and other  
signatures 

 
Specifications 
 

 

 AADS 
 

 HIADC+ 
 

 

Size: 
 

12 x 12 inches  
(304.8 x 304.8 mm)  
 

 5.5 x 4 x3 inches 
(139.7 x 101.6 x 76.2 mm) 
 

 

Weight: ‹ 2.5 lbs (1.13 kg)  ‹ 2.5 lbs (1.13 kg)  

Power: De-ice 111 V AC 400 Hz   28 V DC max 7 W  

Communications: Mil-STD-1553B others optional  Mil-STD-1553B others optional  

Mounting: See install drawing   Orientation insensitive  

Environmental: Mil-Spec -40° C to 55° C  Mil-Spec -40° C to 55° C  

Standards:  Hardware 
 Software 

RTCA/DO-160D 
RTCA/DO-178B Level B 

 RTCA/DO-160D 
RTCA/DO-178B Level B 

 

 


